NO-LIFT ACTION

8 SHADES
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METALLICS SERIES

METALLICS

DEPOSIT ONLY COLOURING

INFINITI® METALLICS SERIES

DEPOSIT ONLY COLOURING

INFINITI Metallics incorporates 8 deposit-only permanent shades, suitable for use on pre-lightened clean blonde hair
(with no yellow tones).

MBA

MPR

MCR

PEARL

BRONZED AMBER

PEARL ROSE

COPPER ROSE

MGR

MMV

MLP

MLB

GREY ROSE

MAHOGANY VIOLET

LIGHT VIOLET

LIGHT BLUE

METALLICS

MP

Metallics is designed to go on to a pre-lightened clean white blonde base.
• If Metallic’s is not being applied immediately after pre-bleaching always wash the hair with a purifying shampoo to ensure
there are no barriers on the hair. 
• We recommend shampooing with Kitoko Purifying Cleanser or Affinage Care and Style Deep Cleansing Shampoo to remove any
product build-up rinse well, dry the hair then apply your Metallics shade generously.
• Always apply Metallics to clean DRY hair.
• Always ensure you apply enough colour to ensure even results, you are applying to pre-bleached hair so it will absorb more
colour. BE GENEROUS!

MIXING

1 part colour to 2 parts Metallics Activator
1 part colour to 1 ½ parts Metallics Activator (it can be mixed in this way to achieve deeper results)
1 part colour to 1 part Metallic Activator maximum colour deposit.

APPLICATION & DEVELOPMENT

Skin testing refer to PAGE 09.

Apply generously after pre-lightening to dry hair and massage. Remember when using Metallics, the hair will always be slightly
more porous so therefore be a
 ccurate and generous with your colour application to ensure even colour results.

DEVELOPMENT TIME = 25 minutes no heat.
Or up to = 45 minutes no heat for deeper/richer results.
We recommend natural development for Metallics.
Remember when using the Shade Fan it has very thick tuft swatches which appear slightly deeper than result, remember like
with INFINITI always spread the swatch to see a more true result. Add Kitoko Protein Additive in to your colour to equalise
porosity and ensure an even colour result. 

REMOVING THE COLOUR
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2
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1 At the end of the processing time add a small amount of water and emulsify the colour.
2 Rinse until the water runs clear.
3 Cleanse and condition with AFFINAGE® MODE ColourCare Shampoo and Conditioner.
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